
LAZZARI FULLY AUTOMATIC 
PIPE END LEAK TESTER 



Our customer is a French manufacturer of OCTG, accessories and down-hole tools: they
are licensed by the API for casing and tubing threading and manufacturing of OCTG
couplings. 

The pipe end Leak Tester was a part of a finishing API casing line, including also a
coupling make-up machine and a short drifter: in effect, the LAZZARI’s Pipe end Leak
Tester has been designed for the in line installation in pipe finishing lines. 

It is because of our experience as technology provider to many steel pipe finishing lines
that we have been appointed to manufacture also the Pipe end Leak Tester. 
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The main customer’s need was certainly to meet the API standard but at the same time to
get a complete, fully automatic finishing cycle from the same manufacturer. 

The whole operating cycle of the Leak testing machine is fully automatic: it is managed by a
PLC and intelligent peripheral devices. By a remote command & control panel the operator
can quickly check/adjust the operating parameters, thus granting the correct operation of
the machine. 
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The machine is designed and manufactured according to the “Essential Requirement for
Safety and Health” of the European Standards 2006/42/CE. 

The heaviest operating condition (3 shifts a day for 7 days a week continuous working) has
been the starting point for designing the LAZZARI Pipe end Leak tester to guarantee the
maximum reliability and the highest productivity. 

Compared with all the others Leak tester for tube ends we underline the following
advantages: 

capability to operate a wide range of pipes and couplings simply changing the seal
type (U type with hard inserts, collapsing seals and lip seals); 
 
hydraulic system with high efficiency for energy saving; 
 
quick machine setting for pipe size changing through the special designed
“cassettes” changing system; 
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easy operator control interface for machine setting and diagnostic by touch screen
control panel; 
 
accurate and precise pressure control during the settable holding time to get reliable test
result; 
 
machine setting by “working receipts” that are memorized into the PC and that can be
recalled to get a fast machine setting and full repeatability; 
 
possible connection to others PLC and upper level PC; 
 
full test into LAZZARI workshop with customers’ goods to reduce the erection,
commissioning and start-up time; 
 
Lower operation costs due to all the above mentioned features. 

For the subject project - that took 8 months approx - our Leak Tester model HTE300 can
handle pipe ranging from φ 60,3 mm (2 3/8”) to φ 273 mm (10 3/4”) OD and couplings from
φ 73 mm to φ 298 mm with a pipe length ranges from 6 m to 14,6 m. 

The water pressure on this machine can be set up to 1350 bar. 


